UP TO 500 M2 WITHIN 5 WORKING DAYS!

Layout 2119 | maraschino

Layout 2130 | icepop

LRV 7

Layout 2127 | flambe

LRV 13

Layout 2116 | kryptonine

LRV 12

Layout 2131 | mango

LRV 18

Outline 3106 | fruitsalad

Outline 3107 | bubblegum

Layout 2122 | drench

LRV 7

Layout 2113 | nougat

LRV 22

Layout 2118 | oceanis

Layout 2109 | shard

Outline 3101 | colabottle

LRV 9

Layout 2120 | apple

LRV 20

LRV 14

LRV 7

LRV 15

LRV 6

Layout 2117 | surf

LRV 5

Outline 3103 | ripple

LRV 10

LRV 17

Outline 3102 | soda

LRV 21

LRV 9

Layout 2107 | brulee

LRV 7

Layout 2103 | balsamic

LRV 13

Layout 2105 | aniseed

LRV 9

Layout 2101 | graphine

LRV 5

Layout 2112 | frosting

LRV 28

Layout 2125 | tonic

Layout 2108 | calcium

Outline 3100 | plasmatron

Layout 2104 | alloy

LRV 13

LRV 6

LRV 9

Layout 2100 | mono

LRV 4

Tessera Layout 2117 | surf + 2125 | tonic

Layout & Outline are individual Tessera carpet tile ranges in their own right, but have been
designed to work together in perfect harmony.
Layout boasts a dynamic colour palette, with carefully selected modern neutrals alongside
directional brighter shades.
Outline is a subtly textured striped loop pile design and each colourway is perfectly
matched to two Layout colours.
Our most popular 26 colours in 50cm x 50cm tile format, shown opposite are available
via Forbo Direct! For more information visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/forbodirect
• 26 colours available in 50cm x 50cm tiles
(40 colourways in the full collection)
• 5m² per box (20 pcs)
• 100% solution dyed polyamide 6

• Contains 62% recycled content by weight
• Installation waste can be collected
free of charge through our ‘Back to
the Floor’ scheme

To order a sample book of the full Tessera Layout & Outline collection
(40 colourways), please contact: 0800 731 2369 or samples.uk@forbo.com

We pride ourselves on offering a truly comprehensive product portfolio, with leading edge
products specifically designed to cater for each area of a project.
The products shown below, although not on the Forbo Direct scheme, can easily be combined
with Layout & Outline carpet tiles, offering numerous possibilities for any flooring scheme.

18 of the popular Layout & Outline colours are also
available in a 100cm x 25cm plank. This versatile
plank format offers maximum flexibility for creating
stunning floor designs.

Tessera Layout & Outline planks

Tessera Cloudscape offers a tonal
progression of colours ranging from very
dark to very pale, ideal for a wide range
of applications and LRV requirements.

Tessera Cloudscape

A collection of stable and functional loose lay vinyl
tiles or planks, which are adhered with tackifier. Flex
can also be used alongside Tessera carpet tiles without
the need for transition strips because of their 5mm
gauge. Flex also has a 1mm transparent wear layer to
withstand the toughest commercial environments.

PERFECT WITH

Allura Flex

Coral tiles are suitable for all types of entrance
areas, absorbing moisture and removing dry
soiling that would otherwise be carried inside
on the soles of people’s shoes. Available in both
Coral Classic and Coral Brush.

PERFECT WITH

Coral Tiles

For more information or to order a sample:
T: 0800 731 2369
E: samples.uk@forbo.com
W: www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/products

